alladin Nettest
Europe’s official Reference Monitoring System

Digitization is a make-or-break transformational journey for banks. Customer’s user experience is key to success. 24/7 service quality monitoring tells you what and where to enhance.

We create better broadband experience and increase market share.

Nettest benefits: monitor everything, all the time and everywhere
- Monitor inter-site broadband connectivity
- 24/7 check of availability and quality of corporate apps/websites
- Compile service quality maps and define white spots
- Control of SLA fulfilment: get what you pay for
- Identify the right infrastructure partners

End-to-end monitoring of user experience with the modular Nettest
- Tests performance, availability and quality of broadband connections and services
- For all prevailing technologies: fixed line, WiFi & mobile
- Runs on smartphones, PCs, hardware and smart devices
- Nettest in your corporate design or integrated in existing banking apps, websites or hardware
- Available on dedicated hardware boxes (ANT boxes)

Nettest is compliant to ETSI/ITU-T standards, BEREC recommendations (EU) and DSM Regulation (EU). alladin is official supplier of BEREC’s (Body of European Regulators) NN Reference System for Europe. Trusted by Regulators.